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Juliet Moore is a college student looking to get away from her boring life on Earth and finally do
something interesting. She gets more than she bargains for when her space shuttle crashes on an
unidentified planet, leaving her as the lone survivor. Stuck on a strange planet full of people and
things that want to kill her, Juliet quickly finds a savior in Zalgar Torgu, a commander who has run
away from his own demons. She finds herself drawn to the attractive and strong alien, and as time
passes, Juliet begins to fall for him. Faced with a decision, Juliet has to decide whether she wants to
go back to her boring life, playing it safe, or if sheâ€™s ready to play dangerous with Zalgar. Adults
Only!
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This isn't Romeo and Juliet, this is Zalgar and Juliet! It's pretty fast paced and keeps your attention,
and it's a perfect late summer afternoon read. I received a free copy of this book in exchange for my
opinion. If you're familiar with the genre your won't be disappointed - it has is everything you expect
and more.

The Author Alyssa Ezra has done it again on one of her great books and writing it, This is a great

story with a unexpected ending .Its very easy to follow book as what i call a cant put it down till your
finished reading it to see how it ends book,juliet was sort of a boring kinda nerd her ex boyfriend
called her and she knew she was just a normal book geek instead of partying and going out she
was always a book worm instead,she was going out into space to learn more about the other
planets out there until something happened to the ship and landed on a unknown planet that's were
she met zalgar.i have received this book for free for my honest thoughts and here they are.Zalgar
was a very handsome hunky alien/hunter living alone hiding from war and his people.Juliet and
Zalgar spent a lot of time together on his planet from people trying to kill her and him you must read
the rest of the book to find out what else happens you wont be dissapointed! lot of mystery and hot
steamy sex loved this book ! Highly Recommended!

This science alien fiction alien romance is about a bored female college student from planet earth,
who wants to do something with her life, which make a difference. Her space missions takes a
wrong turn, when her space ship crashes on an unknown planet. She is alive, but in a hostile and
very dangerous environment, where she meets Zalgar Torgu, who is an outsider by choice on his
own planet. The guy is handsome, and the young woman from planet earth falls in love with him. As
this is a scifi fantasy romance things get more complicated, the love story develops and gets really
spicy and our female main character has to make not one, but a series of life-changing decisions.
The book got everything you'd expect from a story of this genre, is written well and the story is not
as flat, as it may seems on the first look. I really like the book as it is pleasant to read, short and
describes a world which is so different to ours. So I really recommend it to all friends of this kind of
stories.

Junior Romance - Trite - premise sounded good but failed to deliver. Although there were action and
sex scenes they were cardboard - flat & uninteresting. The H&h had limited interaction &
relationship building was minute. Their interactions were uninteresting. Again - as an outline - there
was a lot of promise. I gave it 3 stars because for a younger reader (sexually active teen or 20 yo)
this would probably have been a nice read.

This book is very short, but it was a pretty good read. Not enough time was spent developing the
characters and motives, though. There wasn't any transition back to earth for some reason in the
last part of the book, either. All of a sudden they were there and everything was just wonderful. This
book Could have been so much more.
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